
Aloha Oukou friends and guests,

Since opening operations on the Big Island of Hawaii last
November, we've hosted a good number of guests, some new
and some return, and have received fantastic feedback:
 
Our time on the Big Island of Hawaii was well organized. Bruno and

Gabi were wonderful hosts and went out of their way to provide us

with additional activity options.    - Sue and Ron

 
We had a great escape from the bitter cold of Colorado to warm and

beautiful Hawaii. Got lots of great exercise, good food and

exceptional scenery. Wonderful, memorable trip.   - Geoff and Christy

 
Hawaii is a magical place and we'd love to share the magic with
you.  Keep reading for highlights from the Island of Volcanoes:  

Our power team in Hawaii  - Bruno and Gabi. 
Return guests Sophie and Vincent get married in Hawaii
Trip Planning Tips for a welcome winter vacation 

If you send me your preferred travel dates I will be happy to send
you an itinerary for your trip to Paradise.  Just click on Contact
Us to your right.  

Mahalo (thank you)!

  

Stacey Royce

Queen of Sales - LifeCycle Adventures

 
 

Dinner on us* for

the first five people
who mention this

offer when booking a
trip to Hawaii.

*Offer expires August 31

 

Learn More 

Visit our site 

Request an itinerary

Contact us 

US & Canada 

1.888.669.2453

Other Countries 

+1 415 366 3806

  

.

 



Big Island Highlights

LifeCycle Adventures team members Bruno and Gabi

kick back on the lanai.  With their cheerful, relaxed

attitudes and European sensibilities

 (they're Swiss), they offer guests a unique flavor of

the Island.

 

Return guests Sophie and Vincent decided to get
officially married after 25 years together in June of
2013.  They cycled daily, swam in the ocean, drank

Mai Tais, and dove with manta rays!

  



 Congratulations Sophie and Vincent!  We celebrate
your happiness right alongside you!

Tips for planning a cycling tour in Hawaii:Tips for planning a cycling tour in Hawaii:Tips for planning a cycling tour in Hawaii:Tips for planning a cycling tour in Hawaii:

1. Avoid the holiday crush around Christmas and New Year.  If you can't, then plan

well in advance.  
2. Be prepared!  Hawaii is an amazing volcanic island and there is nothing FLAT about

it!  Take advantage of the summer and fall to prepare for your tropical winter riding.  
3.  5 days are great but 10 days are better!  If you are going to go all the way to

Hawaii, take as much time as you can and mix it up!  We can include other activities
like horseback riding, ziplining, Volcano tour, a trip to South Point (the southernmost
point of the United States)... 
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